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We investigate the propagation behavior of the low-frequency topological interface state of the flexural wave
in the locally resonant metastructure and analyze the tunability of the sub-wavelength interface states by
the piezoelectric shunting circuit. One homogeneous thin beam is periodically attached with local resonant
beams, which connect shunted piezoelectric actuators. The folding band obtained by merging two primitive
unit cells into one new element can generate a Dirac point below the low-frequency locally resonant bandgap.
This folding point is opened to develop one new bandgap originated from the Bragg scattering effect by
breaking the mirror symmetry. Then, topological transitions are demonstrated during the distance variation
between two adjacent resonances. The interface state’s existence is further confirmed by using steady and
transient analysis of the heterostructure, composed of two media with different topological properties. Finally,
we show the relationship between the interface frequency and the capacitance ratio and research the influence
of the distance parameter on the topological interface state. Because of the tunability of elastic waves by the
piezoelectric shunting circuit, our design has potential for applications such as energy harvesters, filters, and
physical switches.

Keywords: Tunable topological interface state, Sub-wavelength flexural wave, Local resonant metastructures,
Shunted piezoelectric patches

I. INTRODUCTION

Topological insulators (TIs), originally associated with
quantum state theory and condense matter, have been
adopted in acoustics and optics in recent years. Many
mimic quantum topological characteristic, such as the
quantum Hall effect1,2 , quantum spin Hall effect3–5, and
quantum valley Hall effect6–8 have also been realized in
mechanical elastic systems. Among these, topologically
protected interface (edge) states (TPEs)9,10 in elastic in-
sulator materials have gained particular interest. Elastic
TIs allow wave propagation only at the interface/edge11.
Hence, TPEs are immune to back scattering from defects
or disorders, allowing to precisely guide and control the
wave propagation path12,13. Elastic TIs could be em-
ployed to design a variety of high performance acoustic
devices, with a wide range of applications communica-
tion, sensing and nondestructive testing14,15.
In electron and photon systems, the time-reversal sym-

metry is easily broken by using the magnetic field, result-
ing in a quantum Hall topological insulator. However, the
most difficult challenge in phonon systems is in terms
of specimen preparation and experimental operation of
the applied external field as it breaks the time-reversal
symmetry16. Huber et al.17 generated quantum Hall
effect-like features to obtain spiral topological edge states
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by using mechanical oscillators. Wang et al. obtained
phonon edge states with defect immunity by breaking
the spatial mirror symmetry to generate the quantum
spin Hall effect18. Analogously, the quantum Hall val-
ley effect can be realized by applying passive factors to
break the mirror symmetry of the C3v system19–21, as
they keep time-reversal symmetry intact. These elas-
tic metastructures are constructed to generate a Dirac
cone at the high symmetry point in the reduced Brillouin
zone. Breaking the mirror symmetry results in opening
the Dirac points, which creates two kinds of band-gaps
with different topological properties. The double Dirac
cone emerges in the C6v symmetry system22,23 due to
the zone-folding of the frequency band structure, which
is opened to obtain the Hall pseudo-spin TI. In phononic
crystals, one-dimensional topological interface states ex-
hibit a fixed frequency value in a certain range.
In previous studies they usually display high frequency

and narrow bandwidths. Therefore, it is desirable to
have a tunable phononic crystal to operate at various
frequency domains and adapt to changes in the envi-
ronment. The bandgap and topological properties can
be tuned by applying an external load24–26, a thermal
field27, an electric field22,28 or a magnetic field29. The
piezoelectric shunt circuit has the advantage of being
light weight, small, easy to install and fabricate, and pre-
cise controllability30. Airoldi and Ruzzene proposed one
periodic array of piezoelectric patches with electrodes at-
tached to a resonant electric circuit to obtain the tuning
frequency of the shunting circuits31, and also considered
elastic wave propagation in fluid-loaded shells with peri-
odic shunted piezoelectric rings32. Then, Spadoni et al.
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constructed the two-dimensional periodic piezoelectrical
meta-plate to analyze wave propagation control of the
shunted circuit33, which was confirmed experimentally34.
Zhou et al. proposed a periodic piezoelectric rod35 and
beam metastructure36 to obtain tunable topological in-
terface states for longitudinal and flexural elastic waves
via employing electrical shunting circuits, respectively.
The locally resonant sub-structure can be utilized to re-
alize the lower frequency bandgap in the sub-wavelength
region. One novel locally resonant meta-beam was pro-
posed by Xiao et al.37 employing periodic arrays of beam-
like resonators attached to a base beam, obtaining lo-
cal resonant and Bragg band gaps. Inspired by the for-
mer model37,38, Zhou et al.39 utilized the piezoelectrical
shunt circuit to control the stiffness of the beam-like res-
onator to tune the local resonant bandgap at a very low
frequency region, which can reduce the attached mass,
whilst keeping the integrity of the original structure.
In this work, the this beam-like locally resonant metas-

tructure is employed to realize the sub-wavelength topo-
logical interface state. We also utilized the shunted piezo-
electric patch to tune the interface frequency of flexural
waves to adapt to the changing external environment.
This paper is organized as follows. The beam-like local
resonant metastructure model with shunted piezoelectric
patches is introduced in Section 2. Section 3 presents
the spectral element formulation of this metastructure,
which can be employed to calculate band structures. We
analyze the band evolution by using the spectral element
method in Section 4 to consider the existence of the topo-
logical transition during the distance variation between
the axes of the two beam-like resonators. Finally, Section
5 numerically investigates the behavior of the topologi-
cal interface state in the heterostructure and discusses
the piezoelectric shunting circuit’s tunable ability on the
sub-wavelength interface states.

II. LOCALLY RESONANT METASTRUCTURE MODEL

WITH SHUNTED PIEZOELECTRIC PATCHES

The locally resonant metastructure presented in this
paper has consisted of four parts: base beam, connector,
mass block, and piezoelectric bimorph beam, as shown
in Fig. 1, whose tunable dynamical behaviors in terms
of wave propagation are considered through theoreti-
cal analysis and numerical simulations. This bimorph
structure with a rectangular cross-section is made from
two continuous piezoelectric layers sandwiching a central
epoxy shim. The negative capacitance circuits connected
at the bimorph beam are employed to control the equiva-
lent bending stiffness to change the propagation behavior
of elastic waves. Besides, its geometrical properties are
given in Table. I. Assuming that the piezo sheet is only
subjected to the electric field along the z-direction. All
surfaces on the piezo sheet are in the stress-free state ex-
cept for the cross-sections perpendicular to the x-axis.
Then, the stress components σj(j = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) equal

approximately zero. Hence, the constitutive equation of
the piezoelectric layer can be simplified as40,41

[

S1

D3

]

=

[

sE11 d31
d31 εT33

] [

σ1

E3

]

(1)

where S1 and σ1 denote the strain and stress compo-
nents along the x-axis, respectively. D3 and E3 describe
the electrical displacement and electrical field along the
z-direction, respectively. sE11 is the elastic compliance
at constant electric field, d31 is the piezoelectric strain
constant, εT33 is the permittivity component at constant
stress.
In this paper, the primary negative capacitance shunt

circuit is used to tune the equivalent bending stiffness
of the bimorph beam, and its complex impedance is ex-
pressed as

Z =
1

sCN

(2)

where CN denotes the negative capacitance. s is the
Laplace domain complex variable, expressed by iω, where
i and ω denote the imaginary unit and the angular fre-
quency, respectively. According to the long wave approx-
imation method, the electric current in the shunt circuit
can be expressed as

I =
U

Z
= −sD3As (3)

where U = E3hp is the voltage between the upper and
lower electrodes of the piezo sheet and As is the area of
the piezoelectric patch electrodes. hp denotes the thick-
ness of the piezo sheet. The substitution of Eq. (3) into
Eq. (1) yields

S1 =

(

sE11 −
sZd231Ashp

1 + sZCS
P

)

σ1 (4)

The effect of electric shunting on the piezo sheet enhances
the piezo sheet’s equivalent bending stiffness. From Eq.
(4), the equivalent elastic modulus of this sheet can be
given as

Ep =
1

sE11

[

1 +
sZd231As

sE11hp

(

1 + sZCS
P

)

]

(5)

Before analyzing the overall metastructure, the local
resonance is studied, which combines the end mass block,
the bimorph beam, and the connector, shown in Fig.
1(b). The connector is fixed at the base beam, regarded
as a rigid mass block. The composite structure made
from the end mass block and bimorph beam can be sim-
plified as a cantilever beam structure, which can be in-
vestigated using the Euler-Bernoulli beam model. The
governing equation for this composite cantilever beam
can be defined as

D(y)
∂4w (y, t)

∂y4
+G(y)

∂2w (y, t)

∂t2
= 0 (6)
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FIG. 1: The schematic map of the locally resonant metastructure model with shunted piezoelectric patches: (a) The
metastructure model; (b) The piezoelectric bimorph beam; (c) The piezoelectric shunting circuits.

TABLE I: The geometrical parameters of the locally resonant metastructure.

Component Length(mm) Width(mm) Height(mm)

Sandwich beam 75 10 2.5

Piezoelectric layer 75 10 0.25

Connector 6 10 3

Base beam 100 10 2

Mass 6 10 6

with

D(y) = 2EpIp + EsIs (7)

G(y) = 2ρpAp + 2ρsAs (8)

where D(y) represents the bending stiffness of the bi-
morph beam, G(y) denotes the equivalent density per
unit length. Es and Ep are the elastic modulus of the
epoxy shim and piezo sheet, respectively. Piezo sheets
exhibit different levels of elasticity stiffness in different
circuit environments. Is and Ip are the inertia moments
of the epoxy shim and piezo sheet, respectively. As and
Ap are the cross-sectional areas of the epoxy shim and
piezo sheet, respectively. ρs and ρp are the epoxy shim
and piezo sheet density, respectively.
Generally, the steady-state solution of the above bend-

ing equation can be expressed as

w (y, t) = W (y) ejωt = [C1 cos (κ1y) + C2 sin (κ1y)

+C3 cosh (κ1y) + C4 sinh (κ1y)] e
jωt

(9)

with

κ1 =
4

√

Gω2

D
(10)

where C1, C2, C3 and C4 are undetermined constants.
By utilizing the boundary continuity of the vibration and
rotation of the mass block, the initial conditions of the
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differential equation Eq. (8) are described as

D
∂3W (y)

∂y3
|y=0 = F0

∂W (y)

∂y
|y=0 = 0

D
∂3W (y)

∂y3
|y=lf = −ω2mMW (lf )

D
∂2W

∂y2
|lf +

DlM
2

∂3W

∂y3
|lf = ω2JM

∂W

∂y
|lf

(11)

where F0 is the interaction between the base beam and
the connector. JM and mM denote the rotational inertia
and mass of the end block, respectively, which can be
given as

mM = ρMhM bM lM (12)

and

JM =
1

12
ρMhMbM lM

(

h2
M + l2M

)

(13)

After substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (11), the coefficients
can be given as

C1 =
ξ1A1 + ξ2A2 + ξ3A3 + ξ4A4 + ξ5A5 + ξ6A6

2Dκ2
1 [(ξ7A2 − ξ2A5) + (ξ2A3 + ξ5A4)]

C2 = − F0

2Dκ3
1

C3 =
ξ8 (A1 +A7) + ξ5A3 + ξ2A4 − ξ4A2 + ξ7A5

2Dκ2
1 [(ξ7A2 − ξ2A5) + (ξ2A3 + ξ5A4)]

C4 =
F0

2Dκ3
1

(14)

with

ξ1 = −2D2κ4
1 +Dκ2

1lMmMω2 − 2JMmMω4

ξ2 = 4Dκ1mMω2

ξ3 = −2D2κ4
1 +Dκ2

1lMmMω2 + 2JMmMω4

ξ4 = 4DJMκ3
1ω

2

ξ5 = 2D2κ4
1 +Dκ2

1lMmMω2 − 2JMmMω4

ξ6 = 2D2κ4
1 −Dκ2

1lMmMω2 + 2JMmMω4

ξ7 = 2D2κ4
1 −Dκ2

1lMmMω2 − 2JMmMω4

ξ8 = 2D2κ4
1 +Dκ2

1lMmMω2 + 2JMmMω4

A1 = cosh2 (κ1ls) , A2 = sin (κ1ls) cosh (κ1ls)

A3 = cos (κ1ls) cosh (κ1ls) , A7 = sin2 (κ1ls)

A5 = sin (κ1ls) sinh (κ1ls) , A6 = sinh2 (κ1ls)

A4 = cos (κ1ls) sinh (κ1ls)

(15)

Obviously, the dynamic stiffness of the cantilever beam
is given as

Sf =
F0

W (0)
=

F0

C1 + C3
(16)

Besides, the dynamic stiffness of the connector can also
be simplified as

Sc = −mcω
2 (17)

where mc denotes the mass of the connector. Hence, the
total dynamic stiffness of the combination of mass block,
bimorph beam, and connector can be expressed as

St = 2Sf + Sc (18)

And, the relationship between the force F and deflection
wj at the junction of this metastructure is described as

F = Stwj (19)

The deflection can be regarded as a disturbance in the
connection between the base beam and the additional
structure.
Similarly, the vibration of the base beam can be de-

scribed by the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. The govern-
ing equation of the base beam can be given as

EbIb
∂4w (x, t)

∂x4
+ ρbAb

∂2w (x, t)

∂t2
= 0 (20)

where ρb, EbIb and Ab are the density. the bending stiff-
ness, and the cross-sectional area of the base beam, re-
spectively. Eb and Ib denote the elastic modulus and
inertia moment of the base beam, respectively. Assum-
ing w (x, t) = W (x) eiωt, the solution of the flexural wave
for the base beam can be described as

W (x) =C5 cos (κbx) + C6 sin (κbx)

+ C7 cosh (κbx) + C8 sinh (κbx)
(21)

with

κb =
4

√

ρbAbω2

EbIb
(22)

where C5, C6, C7 and C8 are undetermined constants.

III. THE SPECTRAL ELEMENT FORMULATION WITH

THE DISPERSIVE RELATIONSHIP

One primitive cell is extracted from the periodically
aligned structure, whose schematic representation is
given in the dashed box of Fig. 1(a). qL and qR denote
the displacement vectors at the left and right boundary,
respectively. fL and fR are the load vectors at the left
and right boundary, respectively. The subscripts L and
R represent the left and right ends of the cell model, re-
spectively. In the Euler-Bernoulli model, the above dis-
placement and load vectors also are given as

qL =

[

uL

θL

]

, fL =

[

FL

ML

]

(23)
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and

qR =

[

uR

θR

]

, fR =

[

FR

MR

]

(24)

where θ is the slope, and u is the transverse displace-
ment. Q and M denote the shear force and bending
moment, respectively. The relationship between the load
and displacement vectors can be described as

θ(x) = W
′

(x), M(x) = EbIbW
′′

(x)

F (x) = −EbIbW
′′′

(x)
(25)

In the framework of the spectral element method, the
dynamic stiffness of the metastructure beam can be re-
written as

Dbeam =

[

D11 D12

D21 D22

]

(26)

The submatrices within the dynamic stiffness matrix of
Eq. (23) can be expressed as

D11(x = lb) =
EbIb
x3

[

α γ̄x
γ̄x βx2

]

D12(x = lb) =
EbIb
x3

[

−ᾱ γx
−γx β̄x2

]

D21(x = lb) =
EbIb
x3

[

−ᾱ −γx
γx β̄x2

]

D22(x = lb) =
EbIb
x3

[

α −γ̄x
−γ̄x βx2

]

(27)

where the components of these submatrixs are given as

α = [cos (κlb) sinh (κlb) + sin (κlb) cosh (κlb)] (κlb)
3
/∆

ᾱ = [sin (κlb) + sinh (κlb)] (κlb)
3
/∆

β = [− cos (κlb) sinh (κlb) + sin (κlb) cosh (κlb)]κlb/∆

β̄ = [− sin (κlb) + sinh (κlb)]κlb/∆

γ = [− cos (κlb) + cosh (κlb)] (κlb)
2
/∆

γ̄ = sin (κlb) sinh (κlb) (κlb)
2
/∆

∆ = 1− cos (κlb) cosh (κlb)

The dynamic stiffness of the local resonance can be
regarded as the application at the left end of the base
beam. Consequently, the motion equation in the spectral
approach yields42,43

[

DLL DLR

DRL DRR

] [

qL

qR

]

=

[

fL
fR

]

(28)

with

DLL = D11 +Df , DLR = DT
RL = D12

DRR = D22, Dt =

[

St 0
0 0

]

(29)

Based on the Bloch theory, the relationships associated
with the field variables on the two ends of the cell are
expressed as

qR = eiklbqL, fR = −fLe
iklb (30)

where lb denotes the length of the primitive cell. k is the
Bloch parameter associated with the wavenumber. iklb
can be collectively referred to as a periodic propaga-
tion constant later in the paper. The real and imaginary
parts of iklb denote the attenuation and phase constants,
respectively.
Combining Eq. (30) with Eq. (28), the dispersion

relationship of this metastructure can be expressed as

cos2(klb) + α1 cos(klb) + α2 = 0 (31)

with

α1 =− [cos (κlb) + cosh (κlb)]

− Sf

4EbIbκ
[sin (κlb)− sinh (κlb)]

(32)

α2 = cos (κlb) cosh (κlb) +

Sf

4EbIbκ
[sinh (κlb) cosh (κlb)− cos (κlb) sinh (κlb)]

(33)

We can easily check that Eq. (32) is a quadratic equa-
tion for cos(klb), which has two different propagation con-
stants at each given frequency in 0 6 klb 6 π. Due to the
k axis symmetry of cos(klb), both klb and −klb are solu-
tions of Eq. (32), which perform the same wave propaga-
tion property but just only travel in opposite directions.
Generally, the propagation constants may be purely real,
purely imaginary, or complex. Purely real wavenumbers
correspond to propagation modes without attenuation
under no damp, while purely imaginary wavenumbers
called evanescent modes are regarded as the perturbance.
All others with full complex eigenvalue represent inho-
mogenous modes, decaying exponentially in the propa-
gation direction. Here, the propagation modes are only
considered to study the dynamic behavior of the metas-
tructure.
In this paper, the band-folding mechanism is employed

to realize the subwavelength topological state with a very
low frequency. We will merge two primitive cells into a
new element and essentially give the dynamic spectral
element formulation of this new metastructure. The dy-
namic equation of the new cell can be written as





DLL DLI 0
DIL DII DIR

0 DRI DRR









qL

qI

qR



 =





fL
0

fR



 (34)

with

DLL = D11(x = l1) +Df

DIR = D
T

RI = D12(x = l2)

DII = D22(x = l1) +D11(x = l2) +Df

DLI = D
T

IL = D12(x = l1), DRR = D22(x = l2)

(35)
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where l1 and l2 described the length of the first and sec-
ond parts, respectively. qI is the displacement of the
connection between two primitive parts. Note that qI

can be rewritten from Eq. (34) as

qm = −D
−1

II

(

DILqL +DIRqR

)

(36)

After substituting Eq. (36) into Eq. (34), the dynamic
spectral element matrix can be reconstructed as

[

SLL SLR

SRL SRR

] [

qL

qR

]

=

[

fL
fR

]

(37)

The components in the above dynamic matrix can be
rewritten as

SLL = DLL −DLID
−1
II DIL

SRR = −DRID
−1
II DIR +DRR

SLR = −DLID
−1
II DIR, SRL = −DRID

−1
II DIL

(38)

Similarly, by employing the Bloch theorem, one char-
acteristic quadratic equation can be derived as

[

SRL + (SLL + SRR) e
ikl + SLRe

2ikl
]

qL = 0 (39)

where l = l1 + l2. This quadratic equation can be trans-
formed into a linear characteristic problem by using the
matrix transformation as follows:

H

[

qL

fL

]

= eikl
[

qL

fL

]

(40)

where H is the transmission matrix obtained from the
spectral element formulation, specified as

H =

[

−S−1
LRSLL −S−1

LR

SRL − SRRS
−1
LRSLL −SRRS

−1
LR

]

(41)

Obviously, Eq. (40) can be reduced to an eigenproblem

of eikl for a given ω. The dispersive formulation can be
expressed as

det
[

H− eiklI
]

= 0 (42)

where I denotes the 4 × 4 unity matrix. At a given fre-

quency ω, the propagation constant eikl can be obtained
by solving the eigenvalue problem by using the Cholesky
decomposition of the eig functions in MATLAB software.
This system has eight eigenvalues. Approximatively pure
wavenumber for k corresponds to the propagation mode,
while other full complex eigenvalues that are not consid-
ered in this paper will decay exponentially in the propa-
gation direction.

IV. TOPOLOGICAL TRANSITION

This section employs the local resonance metastructure
to realize the topological transition, where the dispersive

behavior is analyzed via the finite element and spectral
element methods. The base beam and central shim are
made of aluminum and epoxy resin, respectively. PZT-
5H is used as the piezo sheet. The end masses and con-
nectors are steel, whose stiffnesses are much greater than
those of the rest in the metastructure, regarded as rigid
blocks. These material parameters are presented in Ta-
ble. II.
The finite element model of the single-period cell is

established via using the commercial finite element soft-
ware COMSOL Multiphysics 5.4, as shown in the dashed
box of Fig. 1(a). The Floquet-Bloch periodic conditions
are applied at the left and right boundaries of this model,
and the tetrahedral mesh is used to discrete the physical
and geometrical domains. Thus, the capacitance ratio Φ
can be defined as

Cn = ΦCs
p (43)

where Cn describes the negative capacitance value in
the shunted circuit. Fig. 2(a) presents the band struc-
ture with Cn = −1.4Cs

p, which can avoid the electrical

instability44,45. The scattered dots and black lines give
dispersive relationships by using the finite element and
spectral element approaches, respectively. It is almost
conformable to results obtained through numerical sim-
ulation and theoretical calculation. Indeed, the slight
difference between the two types of results is also shown,
especially in the high-frequency region. In spectral ele-
ment formulation, the Euler-Bernoulli beam model has
not considered the shearing displacement and inertia,
while the numerical model is developed from the three-
dimensional solid. Besides, there is a bandgap between
the two energy bands in the taken frequency range, shown
in the purple region in Fig. 2(a), which is called the local
resonant bandgap generated by the self-oscillation of the
substructure.
In this system, we can tune the local resonant bandgap

by adjusting the bimorph beam’s dynamic stiffness so
that the bandgap wavelength may be longer than the
unit cell’s length, also called sub-wavelength. As for
the flexural wave, the effective wavelength L in the
sub-wavelength bandgap should satisfy the following
expression46

L <
c

2f
(44)

with

c =

√

√

√

√

haω

2
√
3

√

Eb

ρb
(45)

where c denotes the flexural wave’s velocity in the base
beam, f is the actual frequency associated with the
bandgap, ω describes the work angular frequency. After
calculating the effective wavelength from Eq. (44) and
Eq. (45), the active wavelength of the local resonates
bandgap is longer than the unit cell’s length. Hence, the
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TABLE II: The material parameters of the locally resonant metastructure39.

Property Modulus Density) Dielectric Piezoelectric Compliance

Unit GPa 103kg/m3 10−8F/m 10−10C/N 10−12m2/N)

Epoxy 4.1 1142 - - -

PZT-5H - 7500 3.01 2.74 16.5

Steel 207 7780 - - -

Aluminum 70 2700 - - -
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FIG. 2: The band structure of Fig. 1(a), where the black lines and red dots denote results obtained by using the
spectral element method and finite element approach, respectively. (a) The single-period model; (b) The

double-period model consisting of two primitive unit cells.

Interface

FIG. 3: The schematic map of the new metastructure obtained by adjusting the distance between the axes of two
adjacent bimorph structures in the double-period model, which consists of two primitive unit cells. lt denotes the

distance between the axes of two adjacent bimorph structures.

lower bandgap in the purple region has reached the sub-
wavelength zone, as shown in Fig. 2(a).
We will merge two primitive cells into a new element to

develop band-folding points at the Brillouin zone’s high
symmetric condition. These results obtained by employ-
ing the finite element and spectral element methods are
shown in Fig. 2b. It can be seen that in the same fre-
quency range, the double-periodic energy band has twice

the lattice constant of the single-periodic model, and
the Brillouin zone is reduced to half that of the single-
periodic model. The new model generates two Dirac
points at 2klb = π/2 as the lattice length of Fig. 2(b)
doubles its original value of the primitive cell in Fig. 2(a).
Thus, we also find that the bandgap generated by the lo-
cal resonance keeps the same in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b).
This local resonant bandgap is independent of the cell
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FIG. 4: The band structures of the new system in Fig. 3: (a) The dispersive relationship with β = −0.6, where the
purple and blue regions denote the local resonance and Bragg bandgaps, respectively; (b) The dispersive relationship

with β = 0.6. The black lines and dots denote results obtained by using the spectral element method and finite
element approach, respectively.

TABLE III: The mode shapes at 2klb = 0 and 2klb = π of the first and second bands with β = −0.6 and β = 0.6.
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length in the metastructure.

In the double-period model, lb denotes the distance be-
tween the axes of two adjacent bimorph structures in Fig.
1(a). Note that the lattice length becomes 2lb in the new
system. Naturally, the distance between the axes of two

adjacent bimorph structures can be utilized to break the
spatial symmetric to unfold two Dirac points of Fig. 2(b),
which further develops two Bragg bandgaps, as shown in
Fig. 3. The dimensionless parameter β associated with
the distance between the axes of two adjacent bimorph
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beam in Fig. 3 is defined as

β =
lt − lb
lb

(46)

where lt describes the distance between the axes of two
adjacent bimorph structures in the new system of Fig.
3. Obviously, Fig. 2(b) gives the band structures with
β = 1. When β 6= 1, the translational symmetry in the
infinitely periodic structure is broken to open the folding
point to form two new band gaps. Fig. 4(a) and Fig.
4(b) plot the dispersive relationships with β = 0.6 and
β = −0.6, respectively. We can find that the bandgap of
the purple region in Fig. 4 remains the same as that of
Fig. 2. Hence, the local resonate bandgap in Fig. 4 is
irrelevant to β and still stays in the sub-wavelength zone.
Besides, Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) have a common new
bandgap of the blue region, which is developed between
the 1st and 2nd bands. The active bandgap generated
by the band-folding47 method can be realized in the sub-
wavelength zone.
It is necessary to analyze the topological properties of

energy band structures in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b), to
realize the sub-wavelength interface state. In the one-
dimensional periodic structure, the Zak phase can be re-
garded as one topological invariant48. The Zak phase is
a special Berry phase with the expression

θZak
m = i

∫ ∫

Ω

U∗(k)
∂U(k)

∂k
dV dk (47)

where θZak
m is the Zak phase of the mth energy band.

U(k) describes the mode shape of the mth energy band
in the cell. The superscript ∗ denotes the conjugate, and
Ω is the volume of the cell.
It is complex to calculate the Zak phase directly in the

continuum model. Another qualitative approach associ-
ated with the Zak phase is employed to derive the energy
band topological properties in this paper. The Zak phase
θZak
m of each band is connected with the parities of the
eigenmodes as follows49,50:

θZak
m

π
=

1

2
[η(2klb = 0)− η(2klb = π)] : mod(2) (48)
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where η is the parity at different symmetry points. The
symmetry mode shape is defined to have an odd parity
−, while the antisymmetry structure has an even parity
+. The qualitative approach analyzes the mode shapes
at 2klb = 0 and 2klb = π in the energy band to predict
the topological properties. As shown in Table. III, the
mode shapes at 2klb = 0 and 2klb = π of the first and
second energy bands in β = −0.6 are both positive sym-
metric or antisymmetric. We obtain that the Zak phases
of the first and second bands become zero at β = −0.6.
However, only one of two eigenmodes at 2klb = 0 and
2klb = π of the first or second bands turns symmetry or
antisymmetry , so that their Zak phases both are π at
β = 0.6.
In addition, the topological behavior of the bandgap

can also be verified by the corresponding impedance sign.
If the bandgaps possess different topological properties,
the corresponding impedance values will present the op-
posite case. The impedance sign is defined as

sgn(ζn) = (−1)
n
(−1)

l
exp(i

n−1
∑

m=0

θZak
m ) (49)

where sgn(ζn) describes the impedance sign of the nth

bandgap. l is the number of the bands. From Eq. (49),
the impedance signs of the first and second bandgaps
become positive in β > 0. When β < 0, sgn(ζn) of the
first bandgaps turn into a negative region, but the second
bandgap continues to maintain a positive sign. It is also
noted that that the Bragg bandgap’s topological phase
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transition occurs following a shift in the variation of β.
Nevertheless, the second bandgap’s topological behavior
remains unchanged. It is not easy to achieve the topo-
logical interface state in the local resonance bandgap.
Besides, the lower bandgaps associated with β = 0.6 and
β = −0.6 have a common region, while the first bandgap
in Fig. 4(a) performs the direct opposite of Fig. 4(b).
Therefore, the band-folding mechanism can be employed
to realize the subwavelength interface state associated
with the Bragg bandgap in this metastructure.

V. TUNABLE TOPOLOGICAL INTERFACE STATE

In this section, our previous predictions can be firstly
confirmed by numerically computing the forced harmonic
response. The lower frequency bandgaps with β = −0.6
and β = 0.6 have one common region while performing
different topological properties. This results in a topo-
logical interface state within this bandgap demonstrated
in the frequency response. Thereupon, one heterostruc-
ture with ten unit cells on each side of the interface is
constructed, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, the frequency
response function can be defined as

T1 = log10

∣

∣

∣

∣

uend

uin

∣

∣

∣

∣

(50)

where uin denotes the input displacement at the exciting
end. uend describes the output displacement at the other
end. This frequency response is normalized to the exci-
tation amplitude. The left and right ends of the struc-
ture are excited separately under the shunt circuit with
negative capacitance Cn = −1.4Cs

p, and their frequency
response curves are shown in Fig. 5(c) by employing the
finite element method, where the red and blue lines are
transmitted from the right and left end, respectively. The
blue and purple areas represent the Bragg scattering and
local resonate bandgaps, and they match exactly with the
analytical results of Fig. 4. It is found that the trans-
mission peaks associated with the left and right excited
ends both stay the same value in the bandgap region.
Thus, the second peak of the red line in the bandgap
indicates the non-trivial topological behavior. There-
fore, this heterostructure with two topological properties
supports one localized mode at the interface frequency
(58.24Hz) within the lower frequency bandgap. These
finds also confirm our predictions about topological in-
terface modes in Section 4.
The transient response is used to illustrate the dynamic

behavior of the interface mode. We compute the fre-
quency response over 100T(T = 2π/ω) by imposing a
displacement uin = 1 × 10−4 sin(2πωt) at the interface
in the finite element model. The velocity fields with dif-
ferent time instances are obtained by using the finite ele-
ment method. Fig. 6 gives the flexural displacement field
with three types of frequency excitation: (a) 58.24 Hz;
(b) 20 Hz; (c) 50 Hz. In this system, the first values yield

w
/2
p
[H
z]

|F|

FIG. 7: The relationships between the capacitance ratio
and bandgap characteristics, including the topological

properties, widths, and interface frequencies.

the interface frequency generated by the Bragg scatter-
ing bandgap; The second item is situated at passbands
of Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b); The final value shows one
frequency located in the lower frequency bandgap, but is
not the interface frequency. It is easily discovered that
the magnitude associated with the localized mode reaches
a maximum near the interface and then reduces sharply
away from the interface in Fig. 6(a). Besides, these tran-
sient velocity fields denote the typical field distribution
of the interface state. The velocity field is highly con-
centrated at the interface and never passes to both the
left and right ends. At ω/2π = 20 Hz, the velocity field
is typically transmitted to both ends of the heterostruc-
ture, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Moreover, Fig. 6(c) gives
results of 50 Hz at the common bandgap. This energy is
also concentrated at the interface, and is barely transmit-
ted to the left and right ends. However, it is found that
the degree of concentration is smaller than that of the
interface state. By comparison, the energy is highly con-
centrated at the interface when the excitation frequency
equals the localized frequency concerning the topological
interface state.

In this metastructure, the shunting circuit is employed
to tune the effective stiffness associated with the bimorph
beam to control the local resonate bandgap and corre-
sponding interface frequency. Fig. 7 plots the relation-
ship between the capacitance parameter Φ and lower fre-
quency bandgap when the geometrical and material pa-
rameters keep the same as those of Fig. 3. The bandgap
width in the lower frequency region increases as the abso-
lute value |Φ| increases. The frequency response curves
with four different Φ are utilized to confirm the trend
of |Φ| with respect to the width of the lower frequency
bandgap, as shown in Fig. 5. Thus, this type of het-
erostructure yields one topological interface state in the
lower frequency region during the shunting circuit chang-
ing. In order to show the trend of the interface fre-
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FIG. 8: The mode shapes of the interface modes with four different capacitance ratios.
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FIG. 9: The relationship between β and bandgap
characteristics, including the topological properties,

widths, and interface frequencies.

quency, the response curves with the four capacitance ra-
tios −1.18(Fig. 5(a)), −1.25(Fig. 5(b)), −1.4(Fig. 5(c))
and −2.0(Fig. 5(d)) are calculated by using the finite el-
ement method, whose transmission peak associated with
the specific interface frequencies are located at 20 Hz,
55.5 Hz, 58.24 Hz and 59.4 Hz, respectively. The fre-
quency of the local resonant bandgap increases when |Φ|
becomes larger to enhance the effective stiffness of the
bimorph beam, which further raises the topological in-
terface frequency in the metastructure. Besides, Fig. 8
shows the mode shapes of the topological interface state
with corresponding four different |Φ|. We can find that
wave localization at the interface changes significantly
higher from Fig. 8 when the lower frequency bandgap
becomes wider with the increase of |Φ|.
Besides, the effect of β on bandgap characteristics is

analyzed by using the frequency response technique, as
shown in Fig. 9 . The β values of the left and right lat-
tices show one sign reversal, similar to Fig. 3. Clearly,
the interface state disappears by closing the Dirac point
at β = 1. As the absolute value of β becomes small,
the breaking degree of the symmetric turns more appar-
ent. Hence, the bandgap and interface frequency increase
with a decrease of β. This design may be extended to
other two-dimensional and three-dimensional metastruc-
ture systems whereby tunable elastic topological insula-
tors are strategically employed to finish wave localization
and directional propagation, with potential application
to acoustic devices, non-destructive testing, and energy
harvest in particular alterable condition.

VI. CONCLUSION

We analyze the tunable low-frequency interface state of
flexural wave in the locally resonant metastructure con-
sisting of beam-like local resonances and shunting piezo-
electric circuits. Inspired by the zone-folding in frequency
band structures, doubling the primitive unit cell develops
the Dirac point in the high symmetry boundary. Thus,
the beam-like local resonator is utilized to produce the
sub-wavelength bandgap by the external electrical circuit
so that this metastructure can obtain the low-frequency
folding point. The manipulation of the distance between
two adjacent resonances is applied to break the mirror-
symmetric to open this band-folding point to develop one
new Bragg scattering bandgap in the sub-wavelength re-
gion. Moreover, the band inversion and topological phase
transition have been demonstrated during the distance
variation between two adjacent resonances.
The new heterostructure is constructed in this paper,

composed of two sub-structures with different impedance
signs. The interface state is discovered and confirmed
in the frequency response of the heterostructure. We
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also analyze the propagation behavior on wave localized
states in the sub-wavelength region employing the steady
and transient analysis. It is found that the velocity field
is highly concentrated at the interface when an interface
frequency is excited. These energies are less to be trans-
ferred to both ends. Besides, the relationship between the
interface frequency and capacitance ratio is shown. We
discover that the interface frequency increases with an in-
crease in the capacitance ratio. Besides, the influence of
the distance parameter on the topological interface mode
is also discussed.
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